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ABSTRACT
In the field of cell analysis, segmentation of cells and synchronous tracking is an important question for biological
research. For this problem, a method for cell synchronous tracking based on Kalman filter is proposed. At first, an
improved algorithm based on the combination of watershed algorithm and feature extraction is applied to achieve
cell segmentation, then, a motion model is established for predicting and tracking. In the end, experiment results
show that the method proposed in this paper is able to effectively fulfill cell segmentation and cell tracking.
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INTRODUCTION
Many scientific biological applications as well as experiments for drug development require the observation of cell
responses to a variety of stimuli. Some of the responses that need to be quantified are cell migration, cell
proliferation, and cell differentiation. The corresponding conclusions require the observation of cells over extended
periods of time. An effective way to achieve this is with microscopy images. However, the resulting data sets of
images are large and their manual analysis is tedious, subjective, and restrictive. Thus, an automated analysis
technology is needed urgently, which is able to achieve cell segmentation and subsequent tracking task[1].
Some of target tracking methods have been applied to the research of cell tracking, such as meanshift algorithm [2,3],
level set [4] algorithm, extended Kalman filter[5],particle filter [6] and so on. Yan Cui [7] utilized meanshift to cell
tracking,Ying Chen[3] proposed a new algorithm of non-rigid cell tracking based on balancing feature matching.
Their methods are both used to track a single cell, and the tracking cell has more obvious characteristics that
facilitate detection and tracking. Chunming Tang[5] applied extend Kalman particle filter to solve the problem of
cell tracking, their work implemented the tracking of multi-cell, but only focused on active cells and did not achieve
synchronous tracking for all cells. Moreover, the active cells have relative obvious features compare with cells
surrounding them. Mingli Lu[6] used watershed algorithm to segment cells and tracking them with particle filter. In
their method, the drawback is that the segmentation is affected by noise, which limited the tracking effect. Aiming at
the problem of synchronization tracking of multi-cell, a method for multi-cellular synchronous tracking based on
Kalman filter is proposed. At first, an improved algorithm based on combination of watershed algorithm and feature
extraction is applied to achieve cell segmentation , then, a motion model is establish for predicting and tracking.
2.FRAMEWORK OF CELL TRACKING
In cell tracking process, there are two problems to be solved: segmentation and tracking.
2.1 segmentation
Multi-cellular segmentation is a premise for cell tracking, whose accuracy affects the identification of cells and the
follow up cell tracking. Chunming Tang [5] etc. used the level set method to achieve cell division, but the level set
converges slowly and the effect is not good on adhesion cell segmentation. Lu[6] proposed a hybrid detection
method based on watershed to solve cell division, their method segment cells well, however, the spot that caused by
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noise is also recognized as cells, which greatly affect the subsequent tracking process. In this paper, a method that
combines the watershed algorithm and feature matching is proposed.
Algorithm:
1. Read the i-th frame and transforms it into grayscale image;
2. Computes the extended-minima transform, from which the rough binary image segmentation obtained;
3. Inverts the binary image and execute distance transform with the formula below:

dist ( xi − x j ) = arg min xi − x j , xi ∈ foreground , x j ∈ background
4. Apply watershed algorithm;
5. Filter noises with cell features matching;
6. Read the next frame.
In this algorithm, step 5 is a filter step, which is used to filter noise spots. As we can see, after pre-segmentation,
tracking candidates were obtained, but the candidates are the mixture of cells and noise spots. So we must filter
noise.
In order to filter noise spots, anomaly detection method is used to finding noise. First, cell features are extracted,
then, find noise spots by feature matching. Cells have relatively stable features compare with noise spots, which
facilitate removing mismatch objects and reduce or eliminate noise spots.
Cell features are described as follows:
Area, expressed as:

S = ∑ sx

1
sx = 
0

x ∈ cell
x ∉ cell

sx is unit pixel and subjects to constraints: min( S ) < S < max( S ) , max( S ) and min( S ) are areas before
and after cell division.
In this paper, tracking objects are leucocytes whose geometrical features approximate circle or ellipse. For this
reason, eccentricity is chosen as a feature and given as follows

e = a2 + b2 a 2
a and b are major axis and minor axis respectively.
Static cells appear to be circles, while dynamic cells showing a stretched condition for its moving. We use rectangle
degree to illustrate its tension, which is defined as:

R = S / ( H ×W )
For further express percentage of stretch, we define stretch degree is

E =W H
W is width, H is height.
By then, we get the features of cell: area, eccentricity, rectangle degree and stretch degree, with which we remove
the noise spots.
2.2 cell tracking
In sequence images, the state of targets can be considered to be uniform motion, cause the time interval between two
adjacent frames is very short (tens of milliseconds) and the change of state of a target is very small. We denote the
state vector

x(k ) = [ x, y, xv , yv ]T , x, y are the locations of a cell in a frame, xv and yv are the components of
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the x-axis and y-axis. State and observation equations are as follows:

x(k ) = Ax(k − 1) + w(k − 1)

(1)

z (k ) = Hx(k ) + v(k )

(2)

z (k ) = [ xo (k ), yo (k )]T ， xo (k ) and yo (k ) are the observation values of frame k. State

observation vector

transition matrix and observation matrix are as follows:

1
0
A=
0

0

0 T 0
1 0 0 0 
1 0 T  ，
H =

0 1 0
0 1 0 0 

0 0 1

ｗ(k) is the process noise which is assumed to be drawn from a zero mean distribution with covariance Qk ,ｖ(k) is
the observation noise which is assumed to be zero mean Gaussian white noise with covariance R(k) .

1
0
Qk = 
0

0

0 0 0
1 0  2
1 0 0  2 ,
σ wk Rk = 
 σ vk
0 1 0
0 1 

0 0 1

The observations in Kalman filter are determined by matching step, which is the target in previous frame is
predicted in corresponding field in next frame, then, by matching process, the right cell will be found.
The predict and update steps are described below:
1. Initialize the i-th frame image, identify the cells by the proposed algorithm
2. The predicted location and velocity are obtained by equation (1)
3. Calculate the similarity between target in frame k and every candidate in frame k+1 with equation (3) , the
candidates are the cells within the area less than three times of the diameter range.
4. The most similar cell is considered as the tracking target and apply it to finish update step by equation (2).
5. i++ untill end
Similarity function is defined as:
Cost ( x, y j ) = arg min x − y j
j = 1, 2,...., M

（3）

j

x denote the tracking target in frame i，yj

denote the candidates in frame i+1 ，

⋅ is Euclidean distance

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to test the proposed method, we present an objective study using several performance measures on 15
frames of the sequence images.
3.1 segmentation based on the combination of watershed and feature extraction
The method proposed in this paper fulfilled pre-segmentation, distance transform, obtained basic regional
connectivity and filtering noise spots. The segmentation processes are shown as follows:

fig1 original image

fig2 gray-scale map

fig3 pre-segmentation
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fig4 segmentation before D-T
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fig5 watershed

fig6 Binary image

fig7 last image

Figure 3 is pre-segmentation image, we can see that some of cells are still in adhesion state, which will lead to
tracking mistake. Figure 4 is the segmentation before distance transform (D-T), in this image, we can tell that some
cells are not separate well, the effectiveness of segmentation is not good. After distance transform, watershed is
applied to image segmentation, the result is figure 5. In this image, cells are segmented more accurate, compare with
figure 4, more cell objects are identified in figure 5, which will lead more accurate tracking result. After this step,
binary image is obtained, in figure 6 noise spots are included, so we must find and filter it. The combination method
is applied to remove the noise spots, the effectiveness is shown in figure 7.
In these 15 frames, we got average detection rate 94.4%, the main error consist in cell cluster parts, the performance
is insufficient segmentation, which lead to bad tracking results.
Compare with our proposed method, level set get relative low performance in multi-cellular segmentation,
especially in cell cluster parts. Level set take this parts as a cluster rather than several cells, moreover, some of cells
were miss detected. The segmentation performance is as follows:

fig8 level set segmentation

3.2 multi-cellular tracking
In this part, we present out method, detection based method and particle filter based method, the results are shown as
follows:

Frame 1

Frame 5

Frame 10

Frame 15

fig 9 detection based method

Frame 1

Frame 5

Frame 10

fig 10 our method
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Frame 1

Frame 5

Frame 10

Frame 15

fig 11 particle filter based method

Detection based method, on condition that cells scattered well, the tracking results is good, however, in cluster parts,
cell matching performances are bad, which occurred in out proposed method too. Besides, detection based method,
because of cells move in or out the monitoring area, mistake of matching might occur due to its low dissimilarity. In
figure 9, from the 5th frame and 10th frame ,we can see that the cell moves in the frame at the top is mismatched to
the nearest cell. In frame 5, the cell under the image moves out of the area, it matches to the most similarity cell.
Kalman filtering prediction of direction and speed is exploited to fix the mistake of detection based method, and will
lead to better tracking results, shown in figure 10. Figure 11 shows the effect of the particle filter tracking, it shows
same failure in cell cluster parts, moreover, the problem of more tracking trajectory occurred because of biodiversity,
for example, the bottom of the fifth frame start bifurcation and the upper right frame 10 there appears bifurcation,
any possible noise is mapping to some particles that will lead to trajectories, additional a large number of particle
sample are required by PF, which increase the amount of computation and reduce the tracking of real-time.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a Kalman based Multi-cellular tracking method. At first, an improved algorithm based on
combination of watershed algorithm and feature extraction is applied to achieve cell segmentation , then, a motion
model is establish for predicting and tracking. In the end, experiment result shows that the proposed method is able
to fulfill cell segmentation and cell tracking.
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